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This step-by-step guide to creating money and abundance was given to Sanaya and Duane by their
guides, Orin and DaBen. These wise spirit teachers have successfully helped thousands of people
to manifest prosperity, find their lifeâ€™s work, and fulfill their life purpose. This book is infused with
Orin and DaBen's consciousness of abundance that is available to you as you read to increase your
ability to create money and abundance.You can see immediate results in your life when you learn to
create abundance by following the spiritual laws of money and abundance. Section I, Creating
Money, is a step-by-step guide to using powerful techniques that work to draw to yourself all that
you desire that is for your higher good. You will practice creating what you want using energy,
thought, and magnetism, and linking with your soul and Higher Will, to produce results beyond
anything you can create with physical effort alone. You will discover what you want, and then draw
things and situations to you that will fulfill and satisfy you, and that are even better than what you
ask for.The second section of this book, Developing Mastery, will help you learn to work with and
move through blockages you may have about bringing abundance into your life. You will learn how
to uncover and transform limiting beliefs, develop unlimited thinking, listen to your inner guidance,
open to success, come out of survival and create miracles.The third section, Creating Your Lifeâ€™s
Work, will help you learn to make money and create abundance through doing the things you love.
You will learn many simple energy techniques to draw your ideal job to you, discover your life's
work, and do what you love for a living. The fourth section, Having Money, is about having and
increasing money and abundance in your life. You will explore increasing your abundance by
honoring your value and worth and increasing your ability to receive. You will learn how to create
joy, peace, harmony, clarity, and self-love with your money, letting it flow and increase. This book is
filled with inspiration and encouragement to assist you in releasing lack and limitation, open to
receive prosperity, believe in yourself, and create the life you want. There are many exercises to
assist you in energizing your work, magnetizing and drawing to you objects, money, clients for your
business, and more. Abundance is your natural state. As you use the information in this book, you
will learn how to let money flow readily into your life while doing what you love. These easy-to-learn
techniques, positive affirmations, and exercises will help you create rapid changes in your prosperity
and lead you to mastery over your life. You do not have to work hard to have abundance. You can
learn to work with energy to easily create what you want and attract abundance. Begin today to
strengthen your link to the unlimited abundance of the universe!Forward from Marc Allen, author,
publisher:"Since this book was first published, hundreds of people have written letters and
testimonials telling us how using the processes, exercises, and affirmations in this book have

brought them prosperity and changed their lives. The processes taught in this book have been used
by people from all walks of life to improve their financial condition, move out of lack and limitation,
overcome obstacles, and become magnetic to abundance. It has been recommended by
businesses to their employees, by marketing departments to their sales forces, and by people all
over the world to their families, friends, students, and clients. This powerful book shows you the way
not only to abundance but to something far more important: a life well lived, full of joy and
satisfaction. Marc Allen, Publisher, New World Library, and author of The Millionaire Course
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"Creating Money: Attracting Abundance" by Sanaya Roman&Duane Packer is a very good guide on
connecting with the vast resources of prosperity available in the universe. This book is also great
because it is helpful to many people from various backgrounds and all walks of life. What I enjoy
about "Creating Money" is that there are many facets and dimensions of abundance and prosperity
covered. What I mean by this is that this book also contains ideas on increasing one's ability to
listen to inner guidance and develop unlimited thinking. The following is a sampling of what is
covered in this phenomenal title:Following Your Inner Guidance(Chapter 5): This chapter covers

information on the several kinds of inner guidance. There is also details available on ways to
stimulate an intuition increase. The statements on the benefits of taking quiet time to reflect were
very persuasive.Miracles (Chapter 11): I found it wonderful to see that the chapter begins with the
how and why miracles are created from love. Creative information is available in this section
regarding tips to increase the miracles in all areas of one's life.Believing In Yourself (Chapter 15):
There is insightful details included as to why someone may encounter objections from those around
them as they choose the path that is actually the closest to their joy. The detail that was very
informative to me from this chapter is that having someone opposing you can be a blessing in
disguise. I love that the authors emphasized that it is essential to avoid letting other people's images
of what they see you doing influence your own personal dreams/ambitions. In addition, the authors
also emphasize that in order to joyfully change your life, the belief that something better exists must
be present.
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